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Brian has inspired local and international audiences extremely well through clear communication, justification and campaigning for SuDS. He is well-known internationally for his work, while also driving it practically at a local level (e.g. Kinross Raingarden Challenge.)

Persistence and clear and evidence-based communications are Brian’s main ways to inform. He is a tireless advocate for SuDS and will comfortably argue for its precedence over traditional forms of urban drainage management.

Brian has successfully engaged at various institutional, academic and community levels to drive his vision for SuDS across the globe. He gives the time to argue for SuDS rationally and respectfully, which has been on many occasions!

Brian is the most enthusiastic SuDS advocate I know at a global level. Brian D’Arcy exudes a global passion for sustainable urban drainage that has inspired and influenced policy change and a community drive for SuDS across the UK. Honest, enduring, knowledgeable and passionate, Brian is a true SuDS Champion!